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Uvex XC for the U.S. Military is the all-in-one solution in protective eyewear.
For superior coverage, visibility, comfort, and style, the answer is XC.

Eyewear Features
 Dual 9-base wrap-around polycarbonate lens provides

uncompromised peripheral vision and superior protection
 Soft ﬂexible ﬁngers adjust and conform to almost any

nasal proﬁle to reduce slippage and improve ﬁt
 Soft elastomer brow guard diffuses and deﬂects impact

and provides unparalleled comfort
 A unique ventilation channel between the frame and lens,

vents the eye socket area to deliver an outstanding level
of moisture and fog control
 Adjustable temple length for a customized ﬁt
 Three-position ratchet lens inclination adjusts to

complete the ﬁtting system and provides unsurpassed
extended wear comfort

% Quick, easy and cost-effective lenses can be changed to

accommodate different lighting or applications
% Rx lens insert shields expensive prescription lenses

from damage
% Dura-streme™ coating minimizes fogging and provides

superior scratch resistance
% Meets military V0 ballistic test for impact and ANSI Z87+

and CSA Z94.3 standards
% Lifetime frame guarantee
% Made in USA

NEW!

Rx Carriers
Stainless steel Rx insert for prescription eyeglass
wearers. Rx lenses ﬁt snugly onto the frame, shielding
expensive prescription lenses from damage.

Lens Technology
Uvex Dura-streme™ lens coating delivers
the ultimate in anti-fog protection and
scratch resistance.
Dura-streme lenses combine our two best lens coatings on one
lens: Ultra-dura® on the exterior and Uvextreme® on the interior
to provide up to 3x* more lens life. Uvextreme anti-fog coating
performs under the most extreme conditions and will not wear
off after repeated cleanings. It is permanently bonded to the lens
and retains anti-scratch, anti-static and UV protection properties.
Ultra-dura anti-scratch coating is permanently bonded to the
lens and is scratch-resistant and chemical-resistant.
*Comparative lens life test performed using a Bayer Abrasion Test method and may
vary between environment and application

Combo Pack
Uvex XC Dura-streme Combo Pack**
The XC Dura-streme Combo Pack is ﬁt for most non-laser
applications and is conveniently packaged in a comprehensive,
functional kit. The kit includes:

% XC eyewear assembly with black frame and clear Dura-streme
anti-fog/anti-scratch lens

% 1 gray sunglass replacement lens with Dura-streme anti-fog/
anti-scratch lens

% Op Drops anti-fog/cleaning solution
% Black nylon crush resistant carrying case, retention strap and
storage pouch/cleaning cloth
**MCEPP and APEL approved

Comfort
The soft elastomer of the
brow guard provides a
comfort pad at all contact
points. Supple, comfortable
ﬁngers adjust and conform
to different shape nose
bridges for snug ﬁt.

Ordering Information

(MCEPP and APEL Approved)

NSN

Part Number

Description

4240-01-516-3460

S99-S3300D-MIL

XC eyewear, black frame, clear Dura-streme™ lens

4240-01-516-3452

S99-S3301D-MIL

XC eyewear, black frame, gray Dura-streme lens

4240-01-516-3444

S99-S520-MIL

Black crush resistant case

4240-01-516-3469

S99-S6950D-MIL

XC clear Dura-streme replacement lenses,* 10/box

4240-01-516-3473

S99-S6951D-MIL

XC gray Dura-streme replacement lenses,* 10/box

6540-01-516-5342

S99-S3350-MIL

Current stainless steel Rx carrier

(PENDING)

(PENDING)

New, next generation stainless steel Rx carrier

4240-01-516-5361

S99-S3399-MIL3A

XC Dura-streme combo kit Includes: XC eyewear assembly with clear
Durastreme lens, gray Dura-streme sunglass replacement lens, Op Drops
anti-fog/cleaning solution, retention strap, storage pouch/cleaning cloth,
black crush resistant carrying case.
*The XC frame was designed to last a lifetime. We guarantee it! XC lenses are quick, easy and
economical to replace. Lenses can be changed to accommodate different lighting or applications.
Just replace the lens and you will effectively reduce the overall cost of your protective eyewear.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:

Sperian Protection Americas, Inc.
900 Douglas Pike
Smithﬁeld, RI 02917
(800) 446-9049
www.sperianprotectiongov.com
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